October Newsletter
Throughout the October Newsletter, SmartBuilt4EU presents the recent progress of the project and the most
remarkable activities carried out and gives an overview of upcoming Smart Building related events.

PROJECT NEWS
2023 Brochure on EU-funded Smart Building Innovation
SmartBuilt4EU is preparing the 2023 release of the EU-funded Smart Buildings projects brochure.
If your projects are not already featured in the previous editions (download the brochures released in March
2021 here and March 2022 here), now is the right time to submit your contribution! The process is quick and
should not take you more than 20 minutes.
Should you be interested, please send an email ASAP by the end of October to
regis.decorme@r2msolution.com, who will come back to you with the guidelines to provide your project
description.

SmartBuilt4EU Nordic workshop in Finland
The SmartBuilt4EU project is pleased to invite you to its next regional workshop "Smart buildings and the
Smart Readiness Indicator: EU status update and next steps in Finland" on November 22 from 9:30 to 16:00.
The meeting will take place at: VTT FutureHub, Tekniikantie 21, 02150 Espoo, Finland
This workshop will first propose a status update on the testing and implementation of the Smart Readiness
Indicator (SRI) across Europe, with an outline of the supporting framework and activities provided by the
SmartBuilt4EU project. Two EU funded projects on the topic of Smart Buildings will then be presented. The
morning session will be followed by a networking lunch.
In the afternoon, the next steps of the implementation of the SRI will be discussed, with a focus on the testing
phase starting in Finland. Four regional projects related to Smart Buildings will also present their activities.
Please register HERE before 15/11/22.

Topic C White Papers are ready: Have your say!

We are happy to announce that the final batch of the SmartBuilt4EU project white papers is out. The papers
identify a series of Research and Innovation gaps towards the further deployment of smart buildings, gaps
that will feed the future Strategic Research and Innovation Agenda to be elaborated by SmartBuilt4EU. We
invite you to provide feedback on these drafts by downloading the documents below and answering a (brief)
online questionnaire by October 31st 2022.
Draft White Papers for download:

•

Task Force 1: Responsive end-user

•

Task Force 2: Smartness to reduce building’s environmental impacts

•

Task Force 3: Data driven indicators for smart buildings

•

Task Force 4: Education and upskilling

This consultation gives you the opportunity to provide feedback on the last White Papers which will provide
inputs to the project's Strategic Research and Innovation Agenda as well as policy recommendations. Link
to online survey

Promotion, experimentation and roll-out of the Smart Readiness Indicator (SRI) in
the EU

SmartBuilt4EU organises regional sessions on the work carried out around the SRI indicator evaluation of the
intelligence potential of buildings.
The SRI (Smart Readiness Indicator) or intelligent readiness indicator is a common system of the European
Union to assess the intelligence potential of buildings. This session organized by the SmartBuilt4EU project
aims to explain the main operating principles of this new indicator and present some of the work and tools
developed to facilitate its understanding and deployment.

These sessions organised in three languages for
the moment (French, Spanish and Italian) aim to
explain the main operating principles of this new
indicator, and to present certain works and tools
developed to facilitate its understanding and
deployment.

If you couldn’t attend the sessions, now you can watch them on our Youtube channel: French session (April),
Spanish session (July), and Italian session (September).

Events attended & organised by SmartBuilt4EU
Sustainable Places Conference – 06/09/2022 – 09/09/2022, Nice (France)
During the Sustainable Places Conference, which took place in Nice, France, between the 6th and 9th
September 2022, SmartBuilt4EU organized the hybrid workshop “Innovations for Upgrading the Smartness
of Buildings”. More than 70 people attended onsite and online to the workshop co-chaired by Karine Laffont
(DOWEL Innovation) and Nerea Gómez (ECTP), which counted with an opening by Pierre-Antoine Vernon
from CINEA on behalf of the European Commission.
The workshop was divided into two sessions:
●
●

Part 1: “Upgrading smartness of existing buildings through innovations for legacy equipment” with
pitches from DOMOS, PHOENIX, SMART2B, COLLECTiEF
Part 2: “Smart operation and building dynamic optimisation” with pitches from SATO, PRELUDE,
AUTO-DAN and iBECOME

Read more about our workshop and find the presentations for download here.
You can also watch again the workshop on the Sustainable Places website here.
Enlit 2022 – 29/11/2022 – 01/12/2022, Frankfurt (Germany)
SmartBuilt4EU is glad to announce it will be an exhibitor the upcoming Enlit Europe 2022 (29 Nov. - 1 Dec.,
Frankfurt, Germany).
Our project will have a pod in the dedicated EU projects zone: this will be an excellent opportunity to
distribute the brochures in which many of your EU projects and smart buildings innovations are featured,
and also a chance to further grow our European Smart Buildings Innovation Community.
In connection with this event and following an agreement established with the organisers, we are able to
propose to a limited number of EU projects (max 4 projects, allocated on a first come first served basis) the
following offer:
●

A premium profile on Enlit.World (see further details here)

●

A podcast recording (potentially grouped with SmartBuilt4EU and the other selected contributing
smart buildings EU projects)

●

A Speaking engagement at Enlit Europe in Frankfurt through a 5 min pitch to promote your EU project
key innovations and expected outcomes

●

An unlimited number of free invitation tickets for clients, prospects and associates to visit the
exhibition

Compensation for this package is €1000 and will be invoiced directly by Enlit Europe to your organisation.
If your project is interested, please email directly Linda and CC: Regis (dissemination manager of
SmartBuilt4EU). Please note that the deadline to apply for this offer is 19th October EOB.

Follow us on Twitter: https://twitter.com/SmartBuilt4EU
and LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/smartbuilt4eu-project

